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A grain of rice has the price of more 
than a 100 thousand transistors
Source:  The Economist, September 6, 2010

A transistor is cheap
BUT

Energy is expensive
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Power Reduction at Physical Level

Gate Sizing

Reduction on the 
amount of transistors



Power Reduction at Physical Level

Gate Sizing

Continuous Gate Sizing
Needs a Tool for Automatic Layout Generation, like ASTRAN

Discrete Gate Sizing
When using an Standard Cell Approach



Previous work on continuous (transistor) sizing  (Gracieli Posser) 

ISPD 2012 Gate Sizing Contest (organized by Intel) 
Based on work: 

M. M. Ozdal, S. Burns, and J. Hu, “Gate sizing and device technology selection algorithms for high-
performance industrial designs,” in Proc. ICCAD, Nov. 2011. 

Simple timing model and only leakage power to stimulate participation 
Only lumped capacitance (no wire delay) 
Realistic technology library 
Design size ranging from 10K to 900K 
All designs with zero violation solution 

ISPD 2013 Gate Sizing Contest (organized by Intel) 
 More realistic timing model for wires (RC tree) 
 More challenging benchmarks 

UFRGS – 2012 - Second and First Place Award 
           Simulated Annealing based method 

UFRGS – 2013 - First Place Award 
           Lagrangian Relaxation based method 

Background – UFRGS 
Why/When did we start working on discrete gate sizing? 



ISPD - International Symposium on Physical Design

Discrete Gate Sizing Contest 2012

organized by Intel

Second Place in one ranking (result metric)

First Place in the second ranking (that included running time)

Tiago Reimann, Guilherme Flach, Gracieli Posser
Jozeanne Belomo, Marcelo Johann, Ricardo Reis



ISPD - International Symposium on Physical Design

Discrete Gate Sizing  Contest 2013

organized by Intel

First Place in the Primary Metric Ranking



Global algorithms are computationally prohibitive  
 need to be performed thousands of times. 

Simple timing models.  

Not possible to use signoff timer early in the flow 
 slew/capacitance/fanout violations 
 missing parasitics extraction information, etc. 

Hidden library cells with particular threshold 
voltages.  

 only the most critical paths can use the low-Vt cell options in 
late optimization 

Motivation 
Why gate-by-gate heuristics are used early in the optimization flow? 



ISPD 2013 Contest winner uses LR-based gate 
sizing algorithm. 

Previous literature works fail to handle two issues in the 
late physical synthesis stage: 

 incremental optimization capability; 
 support for different negative-slack constraints. 

We focus in the practical challenges of applying LR-based 
algorithm for power-reduction at the late stage of physical 
synthesis. 
 

The objective is to minimize both the leakage and dynamic 
power while making sure that timing is not degraded. 

Motivation 
Applying LR-based gate sizing algorithms in a industrial flow  



Physical Synthesis Flows 
Where global cell selection best fits in the flow? 



Power-driven Gate Sizing 
Why apply cell selection late in the flow? 

LR-based cell selection algorithms require signoff 
timing engine.  

Does not fit in the runtime budget of global and 
timing-driven placement/optimization steps. 

Timing optimization has a higher priority earlier 
in the flow, and normally power-driven 
optimization algorithms are applied after timing 
optimization is converged. 

Physical synthesis flows are invoked by tool users 
and designers in different design stages. 



We have to formulate the problem so that the timing 
quality of results is not degraded by power 
minimization algorithms. 

Setting the timing constraints to the worst slack for 
all endpoints is not a good idea 

Positive (or less negative) paths will have timing 
degraded, delivering a wrong perception. 

Other flow steps, such as, logic changes, floorplanning 
updates and other efforts will be made in order to 
bring the worst slack to zero. 

Timing Quality of Results 



Set the timing constraints of each endpoint to its 
slack at the end of timing optimization. 

  Also restricts the TNS (Total Negative Slack).  

Timing constraints along side paths (which cannot 
be observed at any endpoint) will be relaxed 
leading to timing degradation. 

A metric is needed to truly capture the timing 
quality of results including the non-critical paths 
with negative slack. 

Timing Quality of Results 
How can we set timing constraints in designs not closed? 



True Total Negative Slack (TTNS). 
    Includes non-critical paths with negative slack 
into the calculation of total negative slack.  

TTNS displays a much better picture 
of timing quality of results than worst 
slack and TNS. 

Timing Quality of Results 
 How can we evaluate timing quality? 

 Our proposal  

TTNS only records one slack value for each subpath



Example of  TTNS: 

Timing Quality of Results 



Example of TTNS: 

Timing Quality of Results 



Algorithm based on the winning team at the ISPD2013 
contest. 

 LR-based method with greedy local cell selection 
 Followed by Timing Recovery and Power Reduction greedy methods 

22nm library with core clock period of 174ps 
 2 to 3 Vt levels used 
 Around 40 cell library choices in average. 

14 high performance microprocessor blocks 
 Different characteristics. 

 

Our Approach 
Applying cell selection algorithm in industrial flow 

G. Flach, T. Reimann, G. Posser, M. Johann, and R. Reis. Effective Method for Simultaneous Gate Sizing 
And Vth  Assignment using Lagrangian Relaxation, IEEE Transactions on Computer-Aided Design of 
Integrated Circuits and Systems,  April 2014.



Existing timing information is used as constraints 
of the problem instead of modeling it in the 
objective function. 
 

  Slack for every pin in the design is stored and used 
as the slack target (instead of zero slack as target) 

  Modified lambda update aims at preserving the 
timing of the input state 

Our Approach 
Changing the LR formulation to handle negative slacks 



Test Setup 
Set of 14 microprocessor blocks 



Timing convergence w.r.t. LR iterations 

Preliminary Results 



Preliminary Results 



Preliminary Results 



11.7% average leakage power improvement 
 Up to 25.7% improvement 
 Improvements obtained after a power-driven flow run 

 

TNS and worst slack show same input state 
quality or even improvements 

 

TTNS presents significant degradation. 
A better formulation for the greedy methods is still needed 

Preliminary Results 



Runtime scalability  
 Typical runtime of sizing algorithms using signoff timing engines is 

too long for practical use.  

Preserve timing quality of results 
 It is unacceptable that TTNS gets degraded significantly during 

power reduction. 

Incremental optimization 
 The algorithm has to be able to recognize the existing cell type 

and timing quality of results, especially for non-critical subpaths with 
negative slacks.  

Characteristics needed in a power-
driven cell selection algorithm 



Need of new timing-constrained cell selection algorithms for 
power reduction, where the focus is at the integration into a 
physical synthesis flow. 

Experimental results show promising power saving based on a 
contest-winning LR-based algorithm. 11.7% average leakage 
power improvement with up to 25.7% improvement. 

There is much room to improve the power dissipation of our 
state-of-the-art physical synthesis flow. 

We detailed our experience in adopting the ISPD2013 winner 
algorithm while discussed real concerns and issues which have 
not been seen in the literature.

Conclusions 
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